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Abstract. This article is devoted to the analysis of the behavioral strategies of Russian banks which provide services to legal entities. A comparative analysis of tariff plans for the 2018 fiscal year was integrated into the study. Based on the author’s methodology of the three-phase component diagram, banks were segmented according to their various development strategies to obtain the desired exploratory results. The general situation in the market of banking services in the corporate segment is described.
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1 Introduction

Over the past years, there has been a tendency that if a bank does not provide individual offers to a specific group of customers, then customers have no interest in opening an account with the bank. Hence, banks have to segment their customers to remain competitive [1, 2].

There are two opposing customer groups, freelance sole proprietorship and a large wholesale company. Freelance sole proprietors have an individualistic behavioral model; they are influenced by the brand and they are not ready to pay a lot for standard Settlement and cash services. The main value for them is additional services inside the bank to make life easier, for example, online accounting. Vice versa, the high cost of tariff plans do not matter for the wholesale company. Trust in the banking sector, reliability of the bank, an individual approach to service and certain services offered, loans or tenders are important to clients (both potential and existing) [3].

Today, banks create individual rates for each of their segments. In this article our goal is to compare different conditions and their profitability for each line of business. Numerous studies have explored the overall Russian economy and as well as bankruptcy [4–6], but our study narrows down on the banking sector since it is a major driver of economic progress in the nation.

The research examined the competitive environment among banks in Russia which offer various conditions for business. To obtain a general overview of the general situation on the market, the cost of the first year of banking services is calculated quarterly.
using the example of five companies in the small business segment. A rating is formed on this basis.

The companies for study differ in the legal form: Sole proprietor and LLC, the number of employees and the list of banking services that are required for business:

Freelance Entrepreneurs opens an account simultaneously with the opening of the PE;

- Point of entrepreneur sale;
- Company providing services to legal entities B2B (Business-to-Business);
- Company providing services to individuals B2C (Business-to-Consumer);
- Wholesale company purchasing goods abroad.

In 2018, pricing trends emerged; followed by a decrease in the cost of cash settlement services. Banks began to massively offer customers tariffs with free opening, maintaining an account and servicing Internet banking. In the third quarter, a similar trend is observed in half of the banks that were considered in the study.

Distribution of tariffs “at 1%”. A new tariff “at 1%” has appeared. The point is that the basic operations are free, and all income to the account has a commission of 1%.

The number of banks that began to offer special acquiring conditions for each of their segments is growing rapidly.

This research examined 24 banks that were selected from the TOP requests for opening an account in the Yandex search engine. All data was collected from open sources: tariff calculators, information on the website and call centers of banks. For some data it was required personally, under the guise of entrepreneurs, to contact banks to receive offers on a salary project and acquiring. The total cost of service for the year in each is calculated for all suitable tariffs. For the rating, a tariff with a minimum service was chosen. What the total amount is made up of (figure 1).

![Fig. 1. Calculation of the total amount [7]](image)

The first considering segment is the freelance entrepreneur. He/She renders services to legal entities and receives a payment to a current account, from which he transfers 100 thousand rubles to a separate card opened in the same bank (see figure 2).
The next segment delves into sole proprietorship sales. This is a small store, whose monthly revenue is approximately 200 thousand rubles in cash and 300 thousand in acquiring. Of this amount, 150 entrepreneurial transfers to an individual’s card, makes 10 payments for the purchase of goods, rent, and other expenses (see figure 3).

**Fig. 2.** Comparative analysis of prices for cash and settlement tariffs for freelance

B2B Companies provide legal services to individuals and accept payment only via bank transfer. Two (2) million rubles for the payment of salaries to employees, million for rent and supplies (see figure 4).

**Fig. 3.** Comparative analysis of prices for cash and settlement tariffs for the outlet
Fig. 4. Comparative analysis of prices for tariffs for cash settlement services for B2B

B2C firms provide services to individuals, and the monthly revenue of 900 thousand rubles in cash and million acquiring. Of this amount, 500 thousand is spent on salaries to employees and million on rents and supplies (see figure 5).

Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of prices for cash and settlement tariffs for B2C

Wholesale company with a monthly revenue of 8.5-9 million rubles by bank transfer. 6 million for the payment of goods (4 million abroad), 600 for the payment of salaries to employees, 500 for rent and supplies (figure 6) [7].
There are three types of optimal behavioral strategies:

- Competitors (C).
- Stress tolerance (S).
- Ruderal (R).

Agents with a competitive strategy (“violent tapes”) have effective mechanisms for capturing resources and intensifying production. It is they who discover new ways of producing a unit of production with the consumption of the least amount of materials and labor.

Agents with a stress-tolerant strategy (“patents”) create their own unique niche that is inaccessible to others, and also have the ability to exist in conditions of a significant lack of resources.

Agents with a ruderal strategy (“exporters”) are, to a certain extent, monopolists due to the considerable advancing of competitors in the development of new products, as well as their introduction to the market. Therefore, ruderals have the opportunity to set high prices for goods that are in high demand due to the lack of competitors.

In practice, in its pure form, one of the three systems does not occur, but mixed (secondary) strategies are present [8].

### Methodology and Analysis

The methodology for identifying strategies for the competitive behavior of economic agents involves the use of a three-component phase diagram [9], which is displayed on a plane. Applying such models give robustness to research [10–12]. Secondary data for
the analysis was gathered from total cost of services in each bank, and tariffs for cash settlement for B2B, B2C, wholesale companies, freelance and outlets (as illustrated in figures 1-6). Two major limiting factors are plotted along the chart axes, and all the agents under investigation are located in a triangle, at the vertices of which competition, stress and violation reach their maximum values. The total amount of all these conditions is taken as 100% and is written as follows:

\[ I_s + I_R + I_C = 100\% \]  

Where \( I \) is the intensity of efforts to implement the corresponding (S, R, C) agent behavior strategies.

In order to assess the ratio of bank strategies in each segment at a fixed point in time, it is necessary to study the statistical and dynamic diagrams in Figures 1-5. The general dynamic diagram allows you to observe a change in bank behavior strategies (figure 7-11) [13].

**Fig. 7. Statistical and dynamic diagrams for the freelance sole entrepreneur segment [7]**

From the figure 7, one can clearly see that most banks are in a pursuit for success through introducing their own unique services and products.

Many stick to a mixed strategy, and only a few banks that are not aimed at this segment are mixed towards a service intensification strategy – a clear fact that at the moment no one is ahead of their competitors. This is one of the trends of 2018, copying. What appears in one bank, in 2017, appeared in others after 9-12 months. Today, in the first quarter of 2019, the copy cycle has decreased to 2 months.

**Fig. 8. Statistical and dynamic diagrams for a point of sale segment [4]**
From figure 8, we observe an interesting occurrence in the retail segment. Banks are practically following the strategies one by one. And today they are clearly entrenched in a mixed-competitive strategy. It is understandable, for retail it is very difficult to come up with something fundamentally new, only a tariff race and more profitable target offers remains.

Fig. 9. Statistical and dynamic diagrams for the B2B segment [7]

In the B2B segment, a fierce competition is taking place between banks – as illustrated in figure 9. All are concentrated at one point and confidently everyone is promoting their “chips”. Only Sovcombank cannot decide, in general, the bank management is not very interested in this segment.

Fig. 10. Statistical and dynamic diagrams for the B2C segment [7]

As seen in figure 10, the B2C segment looks very much like a retail outlet unless the scale of the business is different. This is what can be seen in diagrams 2 and 4. They are similar; the banks are moving one after another. The only difference is that B2C needs more attention to service details and more specific products than it is for the outlet. As a result of this, all are clustered in the center of the triangle.
From figure 11, almost every bank is stuck between S and C strategies. Throughout 2017-2019, no side movements are observed. Each of them keep close to each other, thus portraying very tough competition. Evidently, wholesale trade is a fastidious segment which deals with external procurement.

3 Results

As a result of the research, it is clear that competition is very intense among banks. Each organization is very similar to the other; each one mimics ideas of the other. Also, tariffs of each bank which focus on a particular segment are very similar.

This research served as a starting point for developing new approaches to segmenting the customer base. One of these approaches is clustering the database based on compiling user behavior patterns. It is necessary to single out the most significant behavioral factors, that is, criteria that are distinctive, from the vast mass of data on bank customers. For example, a client spends over 80% of the money received to withdraw cash from an ATM.

A set of all such criteria allows you to create a behavioral matrix for each client. Based on it, the database is clustered as illustrated in figure 12.
Twelve (12) groups and 108 clusters were obtained. They are sorted in descending order by the number of customers. For customers whose turnover (TURNOVER) is less than 2 million: half of them spend all their income on transfers to other legal entities (UL_OUT). They have regular counterparties with whom clients do business (INN_IN, INN_OUT), who rarely use corporate cards. It is extremely rare to carry out currency transactions and participate in tenders (VED, TENDER), 2/3 of the clients have been working for quite some time (WORK_TIME).

The next step after clustering will be a detailed analysis of each segment. What clients do, with what counterparties they work, where they are located, etc.? These actions helped to understand how the cluster behaves and how it looks physically. This will make it possible to draw up a full-fledged portrait of a segment for which new banking products and targeted tariff offers will be developed in the future.

This clustering was compiled on the basis of a binary behavior matrix, to increase the accuracy of clustering in the second iteration, a matrix with absolute and relative indicators for each client will be used.

Ultimately, this method will create a fundamentally new approach to the analysis of the customer base in the banking sector, which in the future will lead to improved work with each individual segment and will attract new customers to the bank. Due to the increased availability of data in the modern socio-economic sphere, big data analytics in the business sphere, especially banking is essential and more dynamic in undertaking customer segmentation [15, 16]. Hence, our study’s implications for both literature and practicality is the contribution to the methodological approaches in optimal behavioral strategies as well as trust-based customer segmentation where customer-centricity is at the heart of the banking experience. Finally, the study contributes to the literature on financial education which is beneficial for academic purposes and our methodology is recommended for higher educational purposes which is in line with the need for adoption of digital testing and learning analytics in the higher educational sphere [17].
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